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Life in the fast lane. BY BING O’MEARA

W
hen Stingray Boats’ president, Al Fink, designs and produces a new model,
rest assured: The boat will be fast and exciting to drive. That sounds a bit
like ad copy, since “exciting” is a subjective, relative term. But it’s true. Fink,
a motorcycle enthusiast who builds high-performance drag race cars as a

hobby, wants every bit a boat can give him. Sure, all the boats in the Stingray line offer
comfortable, safe rides. But if you want to put a boat right at that jagged edge where it’s
trimmed up to the point you feel like you’re flying low, you can do it in most Stingrays.
Even in one that sounds tame, like the 235 CR Cuddy Cabin, which we tested near the com-
pany’s plant in Hartsville, South Carolina.

We don’t know if the fact that Hartsville is in the heart of NASCAR country (Darlington
Raceway, NASCAR’s “Original Super Speedway,” is just 18 miles southeast) has anything to
do with these boats’ performance, but we suspect it does. We also suspect Al Fink puts us
in his boats on little Prestwood Lake on purpose. Prestwood is not a whole lot bigger than
a golf course water hazard, compared to nearby Lake Robinson, a sprawling reservoir.
Testing fast boats on small lakes lets us experience the “pucker factor”—that is, it greatly
increases the excitement level for us testers. Instead of a long expanse of open water to get
the Stingray up to its highest speed, in this banana-shaped test lake we must put the ham-
mer down, trim the boat to the max and watch our GPS as it creeps past 50 mph while a
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shoreline of downed trees and lily pads looms rapidly closer. As most boaters know, it’s real-
ly a whole lot of fun—about the most fun we have doing boat reviews all year!

So on a cold, gray autumn morning after a chat with Al at his office, I headed over to
the test lake where Stingray guys helped launch the 23-foot cuddy. The Volvo Penta 5.0-
liter GXi engine paired with a DuoProp outdrive fired right up, and we were underway;
first, with the Stingray tech fellow driving and showing me how the original river chan-
nel ran and how to avoid shallow water. Then it was my turn. Even on this small lake, we
achieved similar speeds to the boat’s factory test on Lake Robinson, which hit 54.3 mph
at wide open throttle, turning 5,000 rpms.

We’ve used the term “jagged edge” a couple of times, and I want to clarify this is not a
danger zone. Sure, you could get airborne going over a boat wake and maybe, if you tried
really hard, make this boat spin out when blazing at wide open and cranking into the

SPECS

LOA ........................................................................................23'11"

Beam .......................................................................................101"

Draft ..................................................34" (w/ drive down)

Weight ..............................4,175 lbs (w/ 5.0L engine).

Fuel Capacity...........................................................57 gals.

Base Power..................Volvo 4.3L MPI 225-hp SX

Power Tested ..............Volvo 5.0L MPI 270-hp DP

Base Price...................................................................$41,130

stingrayboats.com
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hardest turn possible. But you’d have to try really, really hard, as
Stingray’s patented Z-Plane Hull is designed to corner extremely
well. It also gets up to 30 percent better fuel mileage than its com-
petition (see comparison charts at stingrayboats.com/perform-
ance) and ekes every bit of speed possible from it propulsion.

Part of this boat’s fine performance can be attributed to the
DuoProp outdrive from Volvo Penta. With the props in-line and
counter-rotating, plus engine-driven power steering, your hands
feel zero torque through the wheel. Stingray uses Volvo Penta
power exclusively, and the range available for this 23-footer is
extensive. Choices begin with the  GL 5.0-liter single prop that
produces 220-hp; at the high end is the 5.7 GXi-C, 320-hp SX. In
between was our test boat, which cranked out 270-hp with its 5.0
GXi. You can also get Volvo Penta diesel options, with the V 2.4 D3
powerplant available in single and dual-prop configurations—
four in all—producing 130- to 190-hp. Not surprisingly, although
they produce less horsepower, the diesels are the most expensive
engine option.

From a Great Lakes boater’s point of view, this would be a fine
boat for an adventurous couple that wants to explore and have the
option of staying a night or two aboard. Drafting just 34 inches, it
would be good for cruising to and boondocking in wilder areas of
the Great Lakes, its 57-gallon fuel tank allowing about 230 miles
of range at 30 mph, turning 3000 rpm, according to Stingray’s fuel
consumption data. The vee berth is set up to sleep two even with-

out the optional, removable filler cushion.
A larger family would also have fun driving, pulling water toys

and picnicking aboard, with the ability to get out of the elements
in the cuddy.

Sure, this boat can deliver a thrilling ride and cruise a good ways;
it also delivers a lot of comfort when you just want to relax. An
infinitely adjustable cockpit table serves people seated in the L-
shaped sofa set in front of the transom sun pad. The floor plan
allows swimmers to easily walk starboard of this pad to the swim
platform. The boat gives sunbathers easy access to the front deck,
up the steps and through the walk-though windshield. Down in
the cabin is storage for a Porta-Potti, one of several items in a “con-
venience package” worth $3,863, which Stingray includes at no
charge. Highlights of this package include an ethanol-compatible
fuel system, custom engine vibration dampers, oversized 2-inch
fuel system with stainless steel deck fill, a transom shower with
pressurized water, an acrylic Bimini top with boot, the aforemen-
tioned cockpit table, 140-watt marine audio system, a butane
stove—well, a whole bunch of stuff you can check out on the web-
site or at your local Stingray dealer.

Our conclusion? If you’re looking for a boat big enough to sleep
two that you can easily trailer and use for weekend exploration,
this boat will do it every bit as well as any 23-footer out there. It’s
versatile for family enjoyment and built to accommodate all sorts
of activities. It’ll also give you one heck of a fun ride! �
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